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STOP PRESS - The 2020 Reunion will be held once again at The Maid’s Head Hotel in
Norwich from 27th – 29th March. Full details to follow in the autumn.
Membership Matters

New member John Williams served with 74 from 1955-1960 as
NCO in charge of the Photo Unit. Having joined the RAF in early
1955 John undertook basic training at West Kirby and then
photographic training at Wellsbourne Mountford before joining
the Tigers with who he spent his entire RAF career, leaving just
as the squadron was being re-equipped with the Lightning.
John says: ’although ground crew, a considerable amount of my
time was spent with the aircrew and I would take anything on
offer to get airborne for which many a pilot obliged. These
would be the occasional air-to-air photo shoots or just for a
ride! The offer to go gliding at RAF Marham was never missed.
The camaraderie and goodwill on the squadron, something only
appreciated as so precious later in life, I found was second to none. I’m not sure that was the same for the
beer sold at The Firs pub just down the road!
Now in my early 80s I feel I owe 74 Squadron and the RAF in
general a great debt. Five of the best years of my life were spent
with the squadron. Those formative years gave me the grounding,
qualifications, experience and opportunity I needed to find a
wonderful career with the BBC - career filming, directing,
producing programmes from drama to documentary that took me
around the world visiting places and meeting people that for most
can only to be imagined. I have written a book (right) about this.
It was originally for family only but I was pressured by my
colleagues into having it self-published. Included at the beginning
is a small mention of my life with the squadron together with a
few pictures.
(It’s an excellent read and John has kindly
donated a copy to be raffled at the 2020 reunion – Bob).
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4010730 Corporal Robert Churchill
Robert Churchill tells an interesting story about his time as a Tiger. He was posted to Horsham St Faith from
Tangmere in the 1950s and was there when Sailor Malan visited his old squadron, standing on the wing of a
Meteor and speaking to the ground crew. Robert’s CO was the American Major Milholland who asked him to
paint the tiger’s head on his new ‘bone dome.’ Robert agreed and he was also entrusted with one of the
squadron’s prized tiger skins (now on display at the City of Norwich Aviation Museum) which he draped over the
table in his billet while he made an oil painting of it with ‘74’ just above the tiger’s head. Robert was ‘paid’ 200
Lucky Strike cigarettes for doing this. (Sadly we don’t know where his painting is now).
After 74, Robert was posted to Colerne then to Mafraq in Jordan and a short spell at Habbaniyah in Iraq
before returning to the UK and Civvy Street where he worked as a licensed aircraft engineer on numerous
aircraft including Concorde.

Brian Kirk.
Here is a story with a happy ending. In early
May Patrick Kirk was told of a Facebook post
about an RAF ID card that had been found,
belonging to his great uncle, 74’s wartime pilot
Brian Kirk. It was handed in to RAF
Northwood where the find was posted on
Facebook by Adelle O'Leary as follows:
This is a real long shot but I would love to return this
to the rightful family/owner of this old military ID. A
taxi driver found this in Lidl car park in Edgeware
and was handed into me at my work (Northwood
Headquarters). This is a gem, a piece of someone’s
history and I don’t have the heart to throw this
away. Please share the hell out of this and let’s see
the magic of social media work its powers!
It did! Over 600 people shared and in just over a day Patrick saw it. The card was returned to him and it now
hangs in a photo frame at his home next to Brian Kirk’s medals.
You may remember that the Association
had the pleasure of meeting Patrick’s
great aunt Marigold Simpson (left) at a
reunion dinner in 2013. She was our
guest of honour that year and brought
with her a 74 Squadron plaque carved by
Robert Thompson which had been
featured on the Antiques Roadshow. The
plaque was made in commemoration of
her brother, 74’s Brian Kirk who died on
22nd July 1941 after being shot down
the previous October. Marigold also
brought other things of Brian’s –
letters,
photographs
and
most
evocatively of all the flying helmet he
was wearing on the fateful day.
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Farewells
Sadly we have to record that Association member Group Captain Sir Henry Riley has died, aged 90. Henry’s
cremation was in Spain and there is to be a memorial service at mid-day on Friday 6th September at St Andrews
Priory Church, Hamble.
Henry led a fascinating life both in and out of the RAF which he joined in the days of National Service in 1950.
He wanted to be a pilot and serve a maximum of two years but he found that if he wanted to follow that path
he had to sign for seven. At the time the RAF needed Engineering Officers who could be trained as pilots and
test pilots, so he opted for that and after training in aeronautical and electronic engineering at RAF Henlow he
was awarded his Commission in 1954. He began his flying training in 1955 at Hullavington and then Swinderby
and won his wings, and was awarded the Sword of Honour, two years later.

Henry’s first posting was to 74 Squadron as Engineering Officer. As part of that role he was the pilot
responsible for routine air testing (above). His time on 74 coincided with deployments to Cyprus and Jordan
where, in Henry’s words, ‘we were helping to put King Hussein on the throne.’ During his first year on 74 there
were two fatal accidents and pilots were told to prepare a ‘death file’ in case they didn’t return from a sortie.
This contained information that was meant to help the officer chosen to tell the wife of a pilot that he had
been lost. Henry kept his file throughout his life.
74 was Henry’s favourite squadron posting, so much so that he and
his wife Antonia named their finca in Spain after it – Finca Los
Tigres.
Henry described this as ’74 Squadron Crew Room, with
smokers, smoking themselves to death let alone falling out of
the sky!’
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After 74 he was posted to Marham to gain experience on the V-Force. It was here that Henry broke his ankle
(a complicated fracture) but was still expected to fly and he did with one leg in plaster. No health and safety
concerns in those days! But they were the days of the RAF’s ‘Flying Club’ whereby aircraft could be ‘borrowed’
and Henry did so (one of 74’s Hunters) to call in to say hello in advance of his posting to Marham.
Unfortunately on departure from the base he jet blasted to smithereens an entire display of newly planted
flowers for a royal visit. An inauspicious start to his new posting! After Marham he went to Boscombe Down and
the RAF Flight Test Centre where he was involved in the conversion of RAF and Royal Navy aircraft to carry
nuclear weapons. Whilst at Boscombe he visited the US Army nuclear weapons storage facility at Piccadilly
Arsenal in New Jersey, as well as Naval Station Norfolk (Virginia) and the White Sands missile range in New
Mexico.
Next came RAF Laarbruch before returning to the UK, the
Staff College at Bracknell and promotion to Wing Commander
before a posting to RAF Coltishall to set up the Lightning
Conversion Unit. Of all the aircraft he flew in the RAF, the
Lightning was Henry’s favourite.
Further promotion to Group Captain preceded command of
RAF Sealand (left) and then came three MoD appointments
(Operational Requirements, Defence Procurement and
Electrical Engineering) before retirement from the RAF when
Henry (a) took a post in industry and (b) bought a boat,
Sparrowsong (below). In 1982 he joined the Royal Air Force
Yacht Club.’
After retirement Henry found out that the RAF needed instructors
for air cadets and, itching to get into the air again in any aircraft, he
offered to instruct the youngsters on the Chipmunk. Henry always
liked to relate a story of how the officer i/c instructor recruitment
looked at Henry’s log books, saw the thousands of hours on fighters
and V-bombers and refused his application because he didn’t have an
instructor’s licence. It took a bit of persuasion and a quick
conversion course before he was allowed to get into a Chipmunk. ‘He
loved that job,’ recalls Antonia, ‘and he taught many kids to fly. He
also taught me. I got my PPL in Miami and we had great fun flying
over the Florida Keys, he in his Cessna and me in mine.’ Henry and Antonia had married in 2007 at St Clement
Dane’s in London. See Tiger News 45 on the website for the full story of that.
The post in industry that Henry initially took after his RAF retirement was with GEC Marconi Avionics. From
there he moved to British Telecom in 1984 and then in 1987 he was appointed managing director of Signaal UK
and was advisor to the president of the company in the Netherlands. On the merger of Signaalappararaten with
Thomson-CSF he became UK Director, Naval Combat Systems, Detection Systems Group and when ThomsonCSF became Thales International NL he was made UK Director, continuing in this role until 2004. The year
before, he had been granted the rare distinction of being elevated to be Knight in the Order of Orange Nassau
by Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands for services to UK-Netherlands trade promotion. He was instrumental in
securing a huge contract – the Horizon Programme – which saw Thales NL long range radars being fitted to
frigates of five European navies, securing work for the British and Dutch for years to come. Our own Queen
Elizabeth allowed Henry to style himself Sir Henry and Antonia as Lady Riley.
After Thales, Henry moved on to a German company, Diehl BGT Defence GmbH and was with them until 2014
when at the age of 86 he finally retired.
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Our Vice-President Boz Robinson was a personal friend of Henry’s having served together at Horsham St Faith
when 74 were flying Hunters. ‘Our times together on the squadron were by far the best of those days,’ writes
Boz, ‘and I fondly remember jousting with Henry over matters, but we always remained the very best of
friends. What a sad loss it is.’

Henry with Princess Margaret. He always joked he was her next
best Group Captain after Peter Townsend!

With my thanks to Lady Riley (Antonia) for all her assistance in preparing this farewell.
*

I also have to tell you that Janet Southward passed
away on 22nd May. Janet joined the Association in
2004, her late husband Jack (right) having flown
with 74 at Horsham St Faith in the 1950s. A lovely
lady, we will miss her greatly.

A Story with a Good Ending. With thanks to David Jones for finding this article in The Times.
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XS927
Further to Terry Maddern's words about XS 927 in Tiger News 72, I can tell you that XS 927 was the last
Lightning F.6 to leave Singapore (writes Tony Ellender) and I should know because I was in it! 4.00 hrs Tengah
to Gan, (1:40 as airborne spare for the last pair out of Gan), 8:05 hrs Gan to Akrotiri (for these legs I had
three Victor tankers all to myself); 5:45 hrs Akrotiri to Leconfield ~ and it was perfectly serviceable all the
way. These were my last sorties on 74 Squadron and XS 927's last flights as a 74 Squadron aircraft. Seven of
our eleven F6s were handed over to 56 Squadron at Akrotiri and I led the other four on to Leconfield on 14th
Sept 1971.

ZE360/0 Update

See also the ZE360 restoration page on www.74sqdn.tk

Your committee is delighted to tell you that as of 15th May we have been the co-owners, with the British
Phantom Aviation Group (BPAG), of F-4J (UK) ZE360/O. At the AGM in March and in Tiger News 72 we
explained how the airframe, the last of the F-4Js acquired by the RAF after the Falklands War and flown only
by 74 Squadron, was about to be disposed of by the Fire School at RAF Manston where she had been residing in
the open, in all weathers, for over 25 years. Now surplus to requirements, Tony Clay, our webmaster, set in
motion a process to try to save her, involving the BPAG. After a busy period of establishing contact with the
right people and multiple form filling, Tony was told around May 10th that the airframe was available and had
been placed in the hands of a contractor for disposal. That contractor was instructed to give us, the
Association, just 5 days to put in a bid! The idea of 360 being gifted to us was now not an option.
After a hectic day on 14th May with multiple phone calls between Treasurer Rhod, Tony, Paul Wright (Chairman
of the BPAG), DESA (the Defence Equipment Sales Authority, the sole authority within the Ministry of
Defence for the sale of surplus military equipment) and the contractor (Military Spares UK Ltd) a joint bid was
submitted by ourselves and the BPAG for £1,750 and that bid was accepted.
Our sincere thanks to Tony, Rhod and Paul for committing so much time on the day to facilitate this. Our role
from now on is to assist however we can with fund raising to enable the restoration of ZE360, which will be
undertaken by the expert engineers of the BPAG. As soon as we decide how best we can do that you will be
informed of course and any help in whatever form will be welcome.
In the meantime if you wish to make a donation to the ZE360 fund, we have set up a joint account with
the BPAG for that very purpose. The account name is Tiger360, the sort code is 30 96 26 and the
account number 53212368.
The next big step will be the moving of the airframe from the Manston Fire School to BPAG’s base at
Wymeswold near Leicester (Leicester having Tiger links of a sort of course through its well-known Rugby Union
team!). Regular updates will be published in Tiger News and more immediately via our website. There may be a
slight delay in setting up a time for the actual dismantling and removal of 360 from Manston due to the small
amount of radioactivity that is generated from the engine cases. It`s another layer of paperwork which Tony
has been informed is simply a matter of dotting the i`s and crossing the t`s in terms of MoD liability.

You may have seen that the August issue of Flypast magazine
included ZE360 in the news section. Furthermore, interest
regarding ZE360 on social media has been very high with the
announcement regarding 360 being the most popular post on the
BPAG Facebook page ever. Feedback and levels of support from
Phantom air and ground crews as well as enthusiasts alike has
been ‘phenomenal’.
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Daks Over Duxford
The 75th Anniversary D Day commemorations in June covered a range of events, one of which was a unique
gathering of 23 DC-3 Dakotas and their military derivatives such as C-47 Skytrains at IWM Duxford. On June
5th 21 of them took off, ten with paratroopers on board, to fly over the Normandy beaches and land at Caen for
Daks Over Normandy, the paratroopers jumping at Sannerville Drop Zone ‘K’. Many veterans were present at
both Duxford and especially in Normandy of course. The sound of the Dakotas running up their Pratt and
Witney Twin Wasps together and then making a stream take off was a sound and sight to hear and behold,
added to which were a few Merlins such as that of Mustang GA-S flown by our President on the day (photo
page 6). A selection of photos of the DC-3s and C-47s is shown over the next three pages. Impressive to say
the least.
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Who was my pilot?
Mark Davies writes:
‘I am hoping you can help me locate photographs that were taken of me with 74 Squadron in 1990. I was
fortunate enough to be on detachment with 801 Naval Air Squadron in Decimomannu when 74’s Boss Graham
Clarke offered me a flight in a Phantom. This was arranged for the squadron’s return to Wattisham after a
month long exercise in Germany immediately after Deci. Photos were taken of me and my pilot prior to the
flight which was in late March or early April 1990, but unfortunately they never made their way to me, I know
this is a long shot but I am looking to see if there is any way to find out who the photographer was or where
the photos might be.’
If any of you Tiger Phantom pilots get a chance to have a look in your logbooks for the spring of 1990 to see if
you might have flown Mark - and if you did, whether you have any photos - please let me know and I’ll pass the
info on.. Thanks.

A Model Aircraft
This beautiful flying model of a Gloster Meteor F.8 in Tiger markings was built by the late Association member
Fred Taylor’s son Peter who writes: ‘Here she is, in the colours of VZ547 circa 1952. The model is 50" span, so
about 1:9 scale, and is fitted with two 70mm diameter electric ducted fan power plants which deliver heaps of
power and a very pleasing ‘whooshing’ sound in operation. Working flaps and undercarriage add to the overall
authenticity of the model which draws admiring looks wherever she goes, particularly in her Tiger stripes. All in
all I'm very pleased with my F.8 and I know that dad would have been puffed up with pride at seeing his old
squadron colours carving up the skies once again!’

74’s Meteor F.8s, by now in day camouflage, at RAF Horsham St Faith. Date unknown but post 1954.
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Meteor Finals
Our webmaster Tony Clay tells the story of the classic Gloster Meteor in service with the Tigers.
With a closing speed just shy of 800 knots, the pilot lines up his B-29 `target` in his sights
the trigger and activating the 16mm cine gun camera film for a simulated 3 second burst. The
Superfortress shoots past his port wingtip in a blur as he then pulls back on the stick to
preparation for the next attack on the `enemy` formation’s beam quarter. If the pilot had
20mm rounds at the giant bomber, it would have been a confirmed kill.

before pressing
large fin of the
gain altitude in
been firing live

Such a scenario was typical for the Horsham Wing fighter pilots during the summer of 1948 during Exercise
`Dagger` and others. The premise of these exercises was for large formations of bombers to penetrate and
attack targets within the UK. It was also not uncommon for de Havilland Mosquitos and Hornets to be used for
low-level interdiction sorties. Not only did RAF Fighter Command aircrews flying the latest jet aircraft benefit
from these sorties by improving interception and attack tactics, but they also helped the American and British
Bomber Command crews learn how to defend themselves from jet fighter attacks. No. 74(F) Tiger Squadron
took part and this account describes their time flying the Gloster Meteor.
Converting Old Hands
As soon as the war in Europe had ended in early May 1945, 74 had flown back to the UK almost immediately and
were based at RAF Colerne where they were put in the hands of 1335 Conversion Flight. Here twenty-three
Tiger pilots entered ground school learning the development of jets while the flying element came in the form
of 1335`s Airspeed Oxfords gaining experience in handling a twin-engined aircraft. Such was the pace of the
course that before long two pilots became the first jet propelled Tigers on the 18th May after taking a trip in
a Meteor F.1. The remaining aircrew had all completed at least one jet flight by the 23rd. The consensus among
the pilots was that the new jet was, once you were used to the size of it, a very good aircraft. It is noted in the
squadron’s ORB that the conversion to a twin-engine aircraft from a single engine was quite easy with no one
experiencing any difficulty in adapting. This entry would seem to be at odds with the RAF`s experience on the
subject in the ensuing years with many a pilot caught unawares with the problems with asymmetry associated
with multiple wing mounted jet engines.
Tiger pilot Hugh Murland recalled the Meteor`s advantages, `Greatly improved vision – after the long nose of
the Spitfire, suddenly you could see everything. It was almost too good in fact as with the Spitfire you could
tell by the nose if you were flying straight and level in relation to the horizon. Now suddenly there was no nose
for reference and you were confronted with the constant problem of not knowing if you were flying level
without looking at the instruments all the time. We overcame the problem by turning on the gunsight and bingo,
there was a ready-made horizon reference. The cockpit was bigger and you could turn your head comfortably
and with no engine in front of you there was far less noise and no oil being sprayed on the windscreen. Easier
engine control and the ability to climb like a homesick angel were other memorable improvements.’
At the beginning of June the first Meteor F.3s arrived and began equipping the squadron. While a new
airframe, the first F.3s were still fitted with the older underpowered Welland due to airframe production
outstripping engine production. This proved to be something of an embarrassment to the aircrew at the very
start who were sometimes overtaken in the air by Hawker Tempests: however it was not long before the newer
Derwent engines started to appear and they transformed the Meteor into a more potent fighter.
The summer weather of 1945 was proving to be dismal and cancellation of flying for long periods soon meant
that aircrew were often called in on a Sunday if the weather proved favourable. By the third week of June the
Tigers prepared for their air firing practice during which the Meteor proved to be an excellent gun platform.
Once completed 74 were pronounced fully operational, moving out of 1335 Conversion Flight dispersal and
setting up their own. By now a state of rivalry had developed between the Tigers and the Mustang OTU at
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nearby RAF Keevil and as part of their training the jets were authorised to bounce their propeller-driven
colleagues whenever the opportunity arose. It was noted that on most occasions, possibly to avoid any
embarrassment, the Mustangs did not always respond. The end of July was marred when 74 suffered its first
fatal jet accident when on the 24th Taffy Rees flying Meteor F.3 EE308 hit trees during a low-level flypast
killing himself instantly. Taffy had flown many low-level ground support operations in 74`s Spitfires during the
last year of the war in Europe and survived, so his loss deeply affected many on the squadron.

74 Squadron Gloster Meteor F.3 EE401 at RAF Colerne. Note the lack of squadron markings.
On the 10th August the Japanese surrender was announced and at long last the world was at peace. For a week
the RAF shut down and joined the rest of the world in celebration. With September 15th rapidly approaching
74 deployed to Andrews Field in preparation for the upcoming flypast involving 23 squadrons, with the Tigers
being one of only two flying jets. The rest of 1945 was spent honing their skills on the new fighter jet.
January 1946 saw Jim Cooksey taking command of the squadron. Otherwise the beginning of the new year
started badly with the loss of two pilots, ‘Spud’ Miller being killed during a low level `beat up` of Warmwell
airfield and then a couple of weeks later Bamjee, an Indian Air Force pilot attached to 74, crashed near
Chippenham. The high turnover of personnel with the war now finished was starting to show with many a new
airman arriving straight from Meteor conversion but lacking any operational experience. Routine training was at
the forefront of operations at Colerne with the occasional Fighter Command exercise breaking up the
monotony.
A New Lair
On the 12th August both 74 and her sister squadron 245 received orders to move to Horsham St Faith in
Norfolk. After spending most of August settling in to their new surroundings, flying operations recommenced
with Armament Practice Camps at Acklington to improve gunnery skills. Once returned to Horsham, 34
Squadron Martinet target tugs were employed off the Norfolk coast so that live gunnery sessions could take
place and keep up marksmanship skills.
1947 will no doubt be remembered for its terrible winter weather and continual heavy snow falls. Everyone on
the station made back breaking efforts to clear runways and taxiways of snow only for it to snow heavily again
that same night and the process to start again the next day. By February 74’s personnel were sent home on a
ten day privilege leave. On their return that were turned away again and given a further week off because the
heating fuel had run out. It wasn`t until April that flying could resume and training begin again. April also saw
Jim Cooksey retire and be replaced by the equally popular Squadron Leader Bob Baelz who immediately took the
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Tigers on detachment to Lubeck in Germany. Returning to Norfolk skies in September, formation practice was
carried out in preparation for the upcoming Battle of Britain Flypast as well as taking part in an interesting trial
running two Meteors on petrol. Interesting moments then ensued with loud bangs, flames and lots of scorched
grass, ensuring that these trials were not continued for long. Another tragedy occurred at the end of
September when Flying Officer Dennis, newly arrived on 74 a couple of days earlier, crashed his Meteor on the
runway threshold after accidently turning into his dead engine during a simulated dead engine approach. The
Tigers initial assessment on handling asymmetric characteristics was not turning out to be as straightforward
as they had believed and new inexperienced aircrew were bearing the brunt of this optimism. October saw the
introduction of night flying for the first time, followed shortly after with the `Landit One` exercise which saw
a number of interceptions against de Havilland Hornets tasked with attacking targets all over Lincolnshire. This
also happened to be the last time that the Meteor F.3 was used by the Tigers as shortly afterwards they
became the first Horsham Wing squadron to transition to the improved and rather shiny F.4.
The Meteor F.4 was a re-engined (Derwent V) F.3 with a strengthened airframe and clipped wings so that it
could handle the extra power and performance. The first of the F.4s arrived at Horsham on the 21st December
1947 with the last delivered the following March. The new aircraft were soon adorned with 74`s squadron
codes 4D-x with each one also receiving a small Tiger’s head placed on the fuselage just in front of the cockpit.
The F.4 fleet in general started a colourful trend within the RAF with most squadrons applying either boxed or
asymmetric dicing either side of the fuselage roundel. In 74`s case, this was black and yellow dicing similar to
the style used by the squadron’s Gloster Gauntlets pre-war.

In the very early days of flying the Meteor F.4 before the markings described above were applied.
At the same time as receiving the new Meteor variant, 74 received a new CO in the form of Wing Commander
John Lapsley DFC, although for him taking charge of 74 meant he had to also take a reduction in rank to
Squadron Leader. The reason for this reshuffle was due to Fighter Command`s choice for 74 to carry out trials
on the practicability of high level collision interception with Lapsley brought in to specifically lead. He had this
to say with regards to the F.4: `I must say that I found the Meteor to be child’s play after the later marks of
Spitfire and Typhoon which had been my previous types. My conversion to the Meteor took the form of Bob
Baelz buckling me into one of the last F.3s and telling what I can and cannot do. Having mastered the F.3 I
headed down to Bentwaters where the OCU was based at that time and converted to the F.4. The intrinsic
difference between the F.3 and F.4 was the latter being a faster aeroplane but with less fuel. Until the drop
tanks were adopted the F.4 only had 40 minutes endurance and 40 minutes is a very short period of time in an
English winter to do something useful and come back again.`
Another development the Tigers under Lapsley were involved with was the validation of head on attacks against
large formations of bombers. During the summer of 1948, 74 worked extensively with the B-29s of the US Air
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Force, initially using the Central Fighter Establishment’s stereotypical head on attack profile which dated back
to the war. It soon became apparent that with the new generation of aircraft a modified attack profile was
required. Lapsley explained: `During Exercise `Dagger’ the Horsham Wing tried a new method, one of simply
ensuring that just the two inboard engines of the bomber were contained within the deflector sight as they
pressed home their head on attack. We produced a film for the CFE showing that we got extremely close, as
close as 100 yards, thereby ensuring a far greater rate of success in shooting them down. Eventually the new
tactic was adopted universally and the Tigers and Horsham Wing were involved in this for some time. `
On 19th April 74 launched two highly successful interceptions against incoming B-29s when Neatishead
scrambled two pairs which were airborne within 2 minutes and 10 seconds of the alarm sounding. The other
involved 74, along with 257, scrambling to intercept seventy naval aircraft. Considerable confusion ensued in
the resulting dogfights, but these types of exercises only served to heighten morale within the Horsham Wing
squadrons.
On August 10th Lapsley regained his Wing Commander status to take command of the Horsham Wing. Bob Baelz
retook command of 74 again.
Dagger, Rats and Terriers

Tiger pilots scramble during Operation Dagger in Sept 1948. At this stage, a small tiger’s head had
appeared on the nose of some of the F.4s.
At 1300hrs on the 3rd September Operation `Dagger` commenced pitting `Northland` defenders against
`Southland` aggressors. By 1415hrs the first scramble was ordered. Tigers Baelz and Bradley intercepted one
aircraft over the North Sea, but when identified it was found to be a Swedish airliner which had strayed into
the exercise area. Bardman and Todd were the next 74 crew scrambled, finding three B-29s and making the
interception. By now the scramble order was coming through every few minutes. Nevertheless two Hornets got
through the defensive screen and ‘strafed’ Horsham before making their escape. If it had been real many of
the closely parked aircraft would have been hit. The second day mainly saw continuous B-29 interceptions
taking place which were in the most part successful, but the strain on the crews was starting to show with many
pilots grabbing as much sleep as they could between scrambles. The third day of `Dagger` offered some
respite as the first scramble did not occur until 1015hrs and this turned out to be a lone Mosquito which was
dealt with reasonably quickly. A little later two pairs of Meteors were sent up to intercept a mixed force of
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Wellingtons, Mosquitos and Lincolns. On return to Horsham the same four aircraft found a gaggle of Mosquitos
bombing the airfield at low level and dived into the attack. Once the exercise was completed extensive
debriefing took place for all those involved. As far as Lapsley and the Horsham Wing were concerned, Bomber
Command was not adapting to the new generation of air defence aircraft.
F.8s

When photographed in May 1951, 74’s Meteor F.8s were still carrying wartime ‘4D’ codes.
The first six months of 1950 were a blur of similar interception exercises, `New Year`, `Pancake` and `Twelve
Bore` to name a few. The big news was that come autumn, the Tigers would be trading in their F.4s for the
refined F.8 which included an ejection seat and redesigned hood which greatly improved visibility. It also had a
longer fuselage and greater fuel capacity. Ground crews enjoyed the new variant with better access to major
components and engine changes easier to complete. Initially the Tigers’ F.8s retained their silver schemes but
by 1954 Fighter Command had instructed all squadrons to repaint their aircraft in day camouflage which was
initially looked on by squadron members with disdain. However, once it was noted that the new scheme made
74`s black and yellow dicing stand out more, pride was once again restored.
Shortly after winning the Duncan trophy, awarded for the best day fighter squadron to achieve the best all
weather flying record for the previous 12 months, Captain Klibbe was posted in from the USAF. He would be
the first of a long line of US exchange officers to fly with the Tigers after Lord Tedder initiated the scheme.
257 and 263 Squadrons bade farewell to Horsham in late 1950 to move to Wattisham which left 74 and 245 as
the only fighter units on site. 245 would then become involved with their pioneering inflight refuelling trials
leaving the Tigers to take on the primary day fighter role. For the remainder of the year and most of 1951, 74
participated in various drills and exercises based on the `many v many` concept with most flights reaching up
to 40,000 feet. During these busy times it was unfortunately inevitable that losses would occur. Bill Slater was
killed when his Meteor crashed during a night time cross country sortie, as did Pilot Officer Corn, whose
aircraft crashed into the sea off the Dutch coast. 74 lost its third pilot in six months when Turner dropped out
of practice formation and crashed into Barton Broad near Norwich. On the up side one of the Tiger pilots,
Price, became the envy of the squadron when he successfully intercepted one of the new US B-36s during a
training visit to the UK.
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Squadron Leader Innis was posted out and was replaced by Major George Milholland of the USAF who would
become a very popular Boss with the Tigers. He was the first Horsham pilot to start wearing a `bone dome`
while the rest of the RAF persevered with leather flying helmets. 1952 started in typical fashion with the bad
seasonal weather holding up flying activities. Once spring had sprung, the usual interceptions on B-29s and
Washingtons restarted, including some intercepts against Belgium Air Force Meteors. September 20th was
Battle of Britain day at Horsham St Faith and the highlight for many was the mock attack by USAF B-45
Tornados which were then set upon by Meteors after they had been scrambled in front of the large crowd.
Exercise `Ardent` followed shortly after, ranging from practice intercepts against bomber streams at 29,000
feet to low flying targets. Indeed, it was on one of these low-level sorties that a pilot logged in his report that
the intercept height was nine feet. When this was questioned said pilot responded with `I pulled up to go over a
hedge!’
The following year saw a number of pilot exchanges taking place with one Tiger heading off to Korea with the
Australian Air Force and another heading to the US for conversion to the F-86 before he too headed to Korea.
Excitement reverberated around the crew room when the 1953 Defence White Paper stated that 74 were due
to be re-equipped with the Supermarine Swift. Despite the initial disappointment when 56 Squadron were
chosen to introduce the new fighter instead, sighs of relief were heard when the Swift did not meet
operational expectations. For now the Tigers were staying with their trusty Gloster steed. Two further
fatalities occurred during the summer when a Meteor crashed during a course at Leconfield and another when
attacking a disused airfield. Both pilots, Tacchi and Margetts, were killed. Horsham itself suffered a casualty a
short time later when the Station Commander, Wing Commander Yule, collided with a 245 Squadron Meteor
when practicing for that year’s Battle of Britain Flypast. Tiger Boss Milholland took over Yule’s duties until a
replacement was found. 74 suffered its third fatality of 1953 when Ward`s aircraft disintegrated during a
fast run over the airfield. The fleet was grounded and skin wrinkling was found on a number of Meteors
although this was not considered to be the primary cause of the accident and flying soon resumed.
An American Marine joined the Tigers in September. Captain Hal Berge had flown Grumman Panthers from
carriers in Korea and after Meteor conversion had asked to join 74. ‘The Tigers were my first choice and
Horsham was certainly the showpiece of RAF Fighter Command with 74 the showpiece squadron. Take offs were
in formation, battle formation exercises regularly flown and tail chasing featured often. Once we had taken off
and climbed to operational height, the remaining fuel was such that the Meteor was at its ideal fighting weight.
Army co-operation work and low flying meant that some Meteors would return with twigs and leaves adorning
them. Overall, for £32 a month, I was happy with my lot. `
By 1954 Hal was replaced by another Marine, Captain Walt Panchesan. `Pancho` was a typical American who was
always smoking a cigar which he would never relinquish until he was strapped into his Meteor with express
instructions to `keep hold of this until I return.`
During the summer of 1955 the Tigers’ long standing sister squadron 245 left Horsham to set up a new home at
Stradishall thereby leaving 74 as the sole day fighter unit in their sector. It was also around this time that the
most iconic of 74`s US Marine Corp exchange officers joined them. Captain Chuck Sewell was a Marine pilot
who had flown ninety-seven missions in Korea and was described by fellow pilot Boz Robinson as `a typical gungho Texan who lived for air-to-air firing with a larger than life character who could fit in anywhere. A fine
leader of men, he was extremely popular.’ Chuck would go on to become chief test pilot for Grumman, but on
August 4th 1986 his life was tragically cut short when he was killed ferrying a TBM Avenger from Connecticut
to Florida.
In January 1956 Squadron Leader Keith Haselwood took command and with him came the news that the
squadron was to lose its outdated Meteors at last and re-equip with the Hawker Hunter F.Mk.4.
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